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Statement of Grecia Palma

On November 9th, 2023 approximately at 9:30 in the morning, my life took

an unexpected turn. I had visited my storage unit and as I was driving away in my

car I encountered Nathaniel Radimak. When I was simply driving through to exit

like I always do. I was in my car minding my own business when I noticed his Tesla

on the left side of me. I also noticed a hitch from a boat on my right. I cautiously

turned left towards his car to avoid going near the boat, this appeared to make

him very upset.He came out of his vehicle with such rage! threatening me, telling

me countless times to go outside, and I quote, “ I’m going to break your fucken

jaw bitch,” He lunged towards me while my car window was open. He then

continued to threaten me and make racist remarks. I was completely in shock but

somehow managed to speak to him to try to make the situation better and was

able to exit. I ran straight into the storage facilities office, scared he might follow

me home. They assured me I was safe and that they will be revoking his rental of

the unit.I immediately wanted to make a police report, so I left only to see

Radimak following me. I was at the red light when he came out of his Tesla

threatening me yet again. So, I go back to the unit terrified to go anywhere else. I

called my partner who was at the unit to meet me at the office. I made a police

report that same day.  
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This experience has left me in a complete state of panic and worried to

even step outside. It has changed my life drastically, making it hard to do daily

tasks without worry. I am constantly reaching for my purse to make sure I have my

pepper spray in hand. Every time I step back into the unit, I’m reminded of the

situation making it difficult for me to do my job, anxious he will be around waiting

for me and quite honestly traumatized by any Grey Tesla I see.

After I made the police report I heard nothing about the status until a plea

deal was made. This was the first time that I even knew a felony charge was filed

for me was when the media contacted me. They also mentioned that a plea deal

had been made with a maximum sentence that the defender might have to serve

was 5 years. I had never been previously notified by the prosecutor about this and

I was not consulted nor asked for my feelings about that deal that was being

considered by the district attorney. The media was alerted before anyone which

feels disrespectful to me. A 5 year sentence is nothing and I would have like to

give my victim impact statement at the sentencing but since the district attorney’s

office never told me when that sentencing would take place I missed the

opportunity to give my statement. I was never notified , I feel the system has

failed me again,
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